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**Bio-based Clear Pak® 5000 Corrosion Inhibitor Film**
**Protects Steel, Aluminum, Copper**

*Alsip, IL* - Daubert Cromwell is introducing the next generation of its environmentally friendly Clear Pak brand VCI films with Clear Pak 5000, enhanced to protect steel, aluminum and copper.

In rigorous industry and OEM testing, new CP5000 earned highest ratings as an effective VCI packaging film. It is nitrite and amine free, adding to increased worker safety.

Daubert Cromwell developed the bio-based, internationally tested and approved film for use in industries where the needs for corrosion solutions are evolving: Automotive, electronics, aerospace, and precision machined parts manufacturing.

Recyclable, safe and easy to use CP5000 film is designed for use by manufacturers and suppliers who need consistent, effective anti-corrosion packaging for exporting their valuable components.

For information about Clear Pak 5000 film and the complete line of Daubert Cromwell VCI packaging papers, films, foam, emitters, and rust preventive liquids, call your Technical Sales Manager at 800-535-3535, +708-293-7750, or e-mail info@daubertcromwell.com

---

**About Daubert Cromwell:**

Daubert Cromwell is a global manufacturer of corrosion prevention packaging products. Since 1948, it has been the choice of automotive, heavy equipment, electronics, military, aerospace, and metal fabricators in the US and around the world. Based in Alsip, Illinois, USA, Daubert Cromwell has manufacturing operations, sales offices and qualified technicians wherever corrosion control expertise is required.